BEERS ON TAP TODAY
FORTITUDE Tasting Paddle available $20


FORTITUDE LAGER 4.4% (Available in Taster, Pot, Schooner or Pint)
A modern take on a classic beer featuring German Pilsner & Australian Pale malts balanced by citrus & floral
aromas, delivering the palate with bitterness & a fresh dry finish.



FORTITUDE SUMMER 4.4% (Available in Taster, Pot, Schooner or Pint)
A Summer ale for all seasons. Delicate hop & toasted wheat flavours, combined with stone fruit aromas & a
light malt body, delivering a balanced taste with a moderate bitterness for a truly refreshing ale.



FORTITUDE PACER 2.8% (Available in Taster, Pot, Schooner or Pint)
Pace yourself with this tropical light ale with hints of passionfruit & citrus. This refreshing Pale Ale with a
medium bodied taste, is a full flavoured beer.



FORTITUDE PALE 5% (Available in a Taster, pot, Schooner or Pint)
A robust tasting Pale Ale powered by American hops. Led by fruity aromas, this Pale Ale is charged with a
solid malt backbone & an explosion of hoppiness.



FORTITUDE STOUT 4 % (Available in a Taster, Pot, Schooner or Pint)
A traditional Dry Irish Stout with a distinct roastiness balanced by a rich mouthfeel from British ale malt &
flaked barley base. No bells & whistles just honest Irish craic.



NOISY MINOR NEIPA 4.1 %
(Available in Noisy Minor Schooner)
Session New England IPA, unfiltered and full bodied from the addition of oats, thick in the mouth and juicy,
smooth, with low bitterness and an IPA-sized dose of hop intensely from Mosaic, Citra and Centennial
delivering a vibrant pineapple punch.



NOISY MINOR RED RYEDING HOOD 4.9% (Available in Noisy Minor Schooner)
We love our reds, big rich caramelly flavours balanced by huge loads of hops, in this case Riwaka, Simcoe &
Centennial & throw in the oily spiciness of rye.



NOISY MINOR ANZUS IPA 6 % (Available in Noisy Minor Schooner
ANZUS features a very clean beer, almost light malt backbone. Galaxy from Australia, Nelson Sauvin from
New Zealand & Simcoe from USA. A full gamut of earthy, resiny, piney & fruity notes.



ROOTS & LEAVES (Ginger Beer) 3.5% (Available in a Taster, Pot, Schooner or Pint)
Our refreshingly popular alcoholic ginger beer, has gentle ginger spiciness and is complimented by the use of
Saison yeast. Mildly sweet mid palate and a drying spicy finish

-

WINES –

by glass 8.5

by bottle 35

Semillon Sauvignon Blanc
A lively crisp wine, displays a subtle blend of capsicum, citrus and
grassy herbaceous aromas on the nose, with a soft fruitiness on the palate.

Chardonnay
Crisp with fresh tropical fruit flavours and a hint of citrus on the nose.

Merlot Cabernet
A full bodied red, resembling a touch of soft chocolate, dark plum & violets.

Sparkling Brut
A fresh and lively Sparkling, slightly sweet with honeysuckle and tropical aromas
with touches of pineapple and citrus.

Pink Moscato
Floral aromas with a hint of watermelon & guava with a hint of sweetness.

Verdelho
(by bottle only @ 38)
Vibrant aromas of honeydew melon & tropical fruits delivering a crisp clean finish.

- NON ALCOHOLIC –
POST-MIX SOFT DRINKS - 4.0
Coke, Coke Zero, Fanta, Lift & Sprite

LEMON LIME & BITTERS - 4.5
PINK LEMONADE - 4.5
BOTTLED DRINKS - 4.5
Bundaberg Fermented Soft drinks

Ginger Beer, Apple Cider, Traditional Lemonade, Sarsaparilla, Creaming Soda or Peach

JUICE - 5.5
Apple, Orange or Pineapple

Bottled Water - 3.0

